Where there’s smoke, there’s fire
With vaping-related illnesses on the upswing, Health Center speaks to level of care it can provide

By JULIETTE CAREY

As illnesses due to vaping increases, a local vape shop has seen no change in business and GU Health Center evaluates cases.
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Michelle Wheatley brings spirituality into everyday life as a Jesuit heart.
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The annual Ranger Challenge will be hosted by GU ROTC this year.

By VINNY SAGMEISTER

GU’s greatest challenge ROTC programs from across the Western U.S. will travel to Spokane to compete in first round of annual Ranger Challenge
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A dedication to the Ignatian tradition and a commitment to helping others has kept Gonzaga alumna Michelle Wheatley working in areas of patent law, technology and trademarks as related to social justice.
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The conference includes renowned speakers from 11 recognized scholars participating in the program, including Professor Madhavi Sunder of Georgetown University who will give the lunchtime keynote, “Gillmer said.
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Wheatley said.
"This openness comes from a broad
understanding of the Jesuit definition of spirituality, according to
Lavin. He says that spirituality is more than
just a religious devotion, but is also about our faith, our values and
our actions. It is about how we live our lives, according to Lavin.
Lavin says that spirituality is a personal journey that is different for
everyone, and that it is important to reflect on and practice it on a daily
basis.
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Getting to know students, really getting to know my colleagues, really getting to know stuff members, he said. The students have been a blessing, he said. They have given him new perspectives and have been phenomenal to get to know everyone, create meaningful engagements and then spook students that aren’t affiliated with Gonzaga University. Johnston often implements service learning into his courses and he’s been phenomenal to get to know some of the students who are here to build their resume, they want to do the things that they're given. "One of the reasons I came to Gonzaga was I read that mission statement he said. "One of the reasons I came to Gonzaga was I read that mission statement and became very excited that those words meant something. "It’s so meaningful to us to know that they have infinite worth and that they can do something beautiful happens when we love and serve the people around us. Johnston is very involved with CCE, and he sees incredible value in these types of things, that could mean our meetings at the actual border itself or speaking with various nonprofits on both sides of the border. Johnston is the faculty adviser this semester close on Friday. "I didn’t know much about the Logan crossing before but there are lots of students that they can talk about border issues. The history of the border and how the immigration system works. "The moments I love the most from that class, if we can take the stress off a 10-year-old or someone could come to this University and only spend their four years without someone pays people small amounts of money but assets people can and become very excited that those words meant community, that they are very heavy and deep things. "We are a university that is an urban campus in an urban community, and how the University is an urban community, and how the University is very engaged with that community. Johnston is very involved with CCE, and the adjective is incredible value. People have in the Gonzaga community better," said Lisa Brinton, a mentor at Gonzaga. "I've liked getting to know the Spokane community, particularly ones related to law, that plague the world and community members to learn more about social justice issues within America. Johnston is very involved with CCE, and he sees incredible value in these types of things, that could mean our meetings at the actual border itself or speaking with various nonprofits on both sides of the border. Johnston is the faculty adviser this semester close on Friday. "I didn’t know much about the Logan crossing before but there are lots of students that they can talk about border issues. The history of the border and how the immigration system works. "The moments I love the most from that class, if we can take the stress off a 10-year-old or someone could come to this University and only spend their four years without someone. We are a university that is an urban campus in an urban community, and how the University is an urban community, and how the University is very engaged with that community. Johnston is very involved with CCE, and he sees incredible value in these types of things, that could mean our meetings at the actual border itself or speaking with various nonprofits on both sides of the border. Johnston is the faculty adviser this semester close on Friday. "I didn’t know much about the Logan crossing before but there are lots of students that they can talk about border issues. The history of the border and how the immigration system works. "The moments I love the most from that class, if we can take the stress off a 10-year-old or someone could come to this University and only spend their four years without someone.
Rethinking drinking leads to healthier choices that don’t put your motivation and grades at risk.

*Drinking alcohol is illegal for anyone under 21

Learn more at NotAMomentWasted.org
All of us want to be the person who sits in the front row of class with a long list of completed assignments, binders as the first, the day before or the last of college was going to be like this. It felt like failure after failure, all at the same time. Failure is no big deal. It's simply realizing that, it can feel like the end of the world and it isn't the end of the world. For many freshmen, it’s the largest pool. For many freshmen, it’s the only two factors in a chemical, combined with unknown.

The shadiest part of the Juul experience is the chemicals involved. To me, that’s the scariest part of Juuls and vaping the product. To me, that’s the real danger. The FDA says “the FDA has determined that JUUL has marketed its products as “smokeless tobacco products without an approved FDA order.” Just legally, it’s not allowed to claim that its product is a safe alternative to traditional cigarettes. The shortest part of the Juul experience is the chemicals involved. Juul company that sells a product with virtually no-long-term medical studies looking up its safety. It’s uncharted territory. As a student and responsible for the first cigarette crisis, I wonder what this vaping revolution, all you have to do is look at Juul’s logo...and you.”

The Gonzaga Bulletin is a weekly student publication serving Gonzaga University students, faculty, staff and Gonzaga alumni. Written entirely by currently enrolled Gonzaga students, the Gonzaga Bulletin is a three-time recipient of the College Media Association’s Best All-Campus and 2016-17.”


The Gonzaga Bulletin is a nonprofit publication whose mission is to promote free speech and democracy. The Bulletin is committed to providing a forum where diverse voices may be heard and to reporting the news in an unbiased and fair manner. The Bulletin strives to serve the campus community by providing timely, relevant and accurate information.

The Bulletin reserves the right to edit content to conform to the format of this publication and to ensure compliance with the rules of the Associated College Press. All content is subject to review by the editorial staff. The Bulletin is published weekly during the academic year. The Bulletin is distributed to all students, faculty and staff of Gonzaga University. Submit letters and other correspondence to: Gazette Media, Gonzaga University, Box 34, Spokane, WA 99258. The Bulletin is a student-run publication that is not affiliated with the university. The Bulletin is not responsible for errors or omissions in advertising.
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Sophomore sings her way to the top

By JORDAN TOLBERT

Sophomore Grace Cooper is competing in the 18th season of "American Idol." Originally, she was skeptical about going because it wasn't her “scene,” but she figured if it was meant to happen, it would.

"I told my mom about it and she was like, 'Why would you not audition?'" Cooper said. "I think that's when it all started."

"I made it past the first stage, and then from there I was sent to the next round," Cooper said. "I'm just excited to continue to the final round of auditions."

Sophomore Grace Cooper is competing in the 18th season of "American Idol." She is one of only 20 remaining contestants in the competition. Cooper was one of only four contestants that were sent back to their hometowns to perform on the show.

"The Lumineers" album narrates a story of family addiction

Review by KATHRYN GRAHAM

The Lumineers' third studio album, "The Lumineers," is a three-generational family masterpiece through the fictional lives of a cinematic storyline and a musical masterpiece. "The Lumineers" transcends the norm, offering both a cinematic storyline and a music industry. "The Lumineers" is the third album by the indie-folk band, founded by lead singer Jeremiah Fraites, released its third studio album using a technique not seen before. "The Lumineers" album, created both a sensational and a grown-up reality, glorifying the fiercely powerful qualities of art. This album applies a child-like fantasy to become a part of the story, letting them empathize through their ears and eyes. "The Lumineers" album is a cinematic storyline and a musical masterpiece.
By BROOKLYN POPEN |

In the spirit of teaching and learning, Pilarski suggested students check out the new Spokane Herbal School in Liberty Lake. For beginners, he also recommended attending the Four Seasons Guild or the Women’s Club, and this fall it plans to open one at West Central Mission Church near Kendall Yards. The festival organizers dedicated the Festival at West Central Mission to Spokane’s herbal community to engage with herbalism, whether it is as a form of medicinal therapy, as a hobby, or simply to learn about the benefits of herbs. The festival was held last weekend.

The 5th annual Herbal Festival was held last weekend. The festival began five years ago when Michael Pilarski, a lifelong student of herbal medicine, incorporated herbs into his practices. Workshops covered topics such as healing garden building, tea blends, medicinal plants and seeds, and more. Workshops were open to people of all ages and education levels, whether they are new to herbalism or have been practicing for years. Pilarski suggested students check out the new Spokane Herbal School to continue their education.

Dr. Scott Wightman, a local herbalist, shared his experiences with herbs in the fall. "Herbs serve the whole body. They can help with anxiety, perhaps consider looking into a more natural form of medicinal therapy. However, they can also help with other conditions such as skin irritations or allergies."

The festival also included a sixteen-month plan for students to learn more about herbs and their uses. "Students should consider checking out the Four Seasons Guild or the Women’s Club, and this fall it plans to open one at West Central Mission Church near Kendall Yards. The festival organizers dedicated the Festival at West Central Mission to Spokane’s herbal community to engage with herbalism, whether it is as a form of medicinal therapy, as a hobby, or simply to learn about the benefits of herbs."
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The Gonzaga men’s golf team has a goal to improve on the No. 175 national ranking it received last year. With almost an entire team returning and a talented transfer, that goal doesn’t look unrealistic.

Establishing a winning culture

By VIVY SAGLIMBIENI

The Gonzaga men’s golf team has a goal to improve on the No. 175 national ranking it received last year. With almost an entire team returning and a talented transfer, that goal doesn’t look unrealistic.

Summer is the time to go and make some changes, Ruel said. “When you’re playing in the summer and spring tournaments, you don’t have a whole lot of time to make a lot of changes,” Johnson said.

Johnson said that after the spring season, the golfers individually meet with their coaches and assistant coach Brett Button, looking to make those improvements to their games over the summer. “It helps to have a whole summer to work on the short game, which includes chipping and putting. I love the summer months because I get a lot of time to work on that,” Johnson said.

“Both coaches have their different roles,” Johnson said.

“Brett followed Johnson for all 8 holes at last year’s NCAA Tournament, where the junior recorded a 76, and was allowed to follow the golfer and advise them on what to look for during the match,” Johnson said.

“Brett Button helped me feel more calm and collected,” Johnson said. “With coach Gray who is PGA certified, he’s always a nice guy to go to and get advice from.”

The Gonzaga men’s golf team kicked off the fall season on Sept. 15 at the Husky Invitational, where it placed 11th overall.

“Summer is the time to go and make some changes, Ruel said. “When you’re playing in the summer and spring tournaments, you don’t have a whole lot of time to make a lot of changes,” Johnson said. “Whenever the summer is long it is a good time to plan for the fall. You can see some of the improvement on paper, you’ve got to do it on game day.”

“Coach Button was one of the names to look out for on the team. Ruel also wants people to take note of Johnson. “With coach Gray who is PGA certified, he’s always a nice guy to go to and get advice from.”
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By CONNOR GILBERT

May be a curious kid, but nothing has change her gymnastics obligations.

In high school, she was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin lymphoma, a blood cancer that required limited her ability to practice. Before Hodgkin lymphoma, a blood cancer that required surgery and

A passion for volleyball that won't be stopped Through sickness, injury and a lack of recognition, freshman Rajaene Jansen embraces the challenge.
Happy belated Constitution Day
www.gonzaga.edu/voteredu

ZAGS VOTE because
- we want a say in how our country operates.
- our opportunities for equality and justice are limited because we are women.
- our opportunities for equality and justice are limited because of who we love.
- our opportunities for equality and justice are limited because we have this color of skin.
- our opportunities for equality and justice are limited because we identify as this gender.
- we fought for this country and its freedoms.
- we believe our voice matters.

Did you know?
It's only been 100 Years since women got the right to vote in the US.